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1962 born in Shantou, China
Lives and works in Guanszhou
Education
1980-1984 Print Department of Guangzhou Fine Art Academy, Ghangzhou, China.
II
Exhibitions
1986 "South Artists' Salon First Experimental Show", Students' Centre of
Zhongshan University,Guangzhou.
1991 "Exhibition of Big Tailed Elephant Group", Guangzhou No.1' workers'
Palace, Guangzhou.
"Beijing Xi-sanhuan, Art Documentation Show", Chinese Painting Academy
Beijing. <,
"Beijing Xl-sanhuan, Art Docurentat ion ToUr' Show", Sichuan Fine Art
Academy, Chonsqins.
"Beijing Xi-sanhuan,Art Documentation Tour Show" .sponsored by {Jiangsu
Art Monthly} , Nanj ins.
1992 "Big Tailed Elephant Group,A Joint Exhibiion",Guangdong Broadcasting/
television University,Guangzhou.
"2nd Exhibition of Chinese Contemporary Ducumentation", sponsored by
{Jiangsu Art l.tonthly}.Librur of Guanszhou Fine Arts Academy.Guan&zhmi .
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